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ABSTRACT ", 0,

.?Biomechanics inv4ves the biologicfi human beings
itteracting with his/Wer6mechanical,environment. BlOpechanics
research is being dqne in connection with sport,*physical education,
and general motor behavior, and concerns mechanics independent of
ifflements. Biomechanics research falls in the following two general ..
cateori4s: (1) that specific research which contributes to the \body
of knowledge of motor behavior based On biomechanical type problems,
and (2) tie service components biomechanics provides to,other,
subdisciplines for delineetio of movement. The methods and general
instrumentation tophnigu ilized in biomecfianl.cs research include
(1) cinematographro igh speed fil (to record and analyze
movement); (2) electronic transducer (to convert mechanical
displacement, velocity, or acceleration into eleetrical voltage); (3)

electrogomiometers; (used to measire Joint displacement); (4)' .

anthropometry (technigueof measuring lehgth, girths, and widths of
various part of the human body);, and (5r'electromyography (EMG)
techmique of in4westigating elect'ical activity associated with
'muscular. contraction). (BD). . A.

Methodology
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This piesentaticin was given at-tne.Southern District AAHPER meeting in.
SensAntonioiTexwm Intoductory statem,cnts are made deveiopinea.rd4ionale.;:.
for BioMechanicsresearch in sport, physical education andsgeneral motor
behavlor. Also,the methods anCgeneral instrumentation techniques u4lized
in thIcityPeof research are discussed.
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Bioiechaoics. as:such-is a relati.6, newcomer to the research scene 'b ,

in physical education,spert and gensral human mo-VeMents. However, biONechanics

has-been around for along time, and all of us have experience' with biOmechanical

type probleMe. In any situations where the biological.human being interacts

With its environment some sox; of mechanical outcome occurs...:-

0

Early study of the huMan'body strove to explain how itlunetioned via

known mechanical terminology. And for the mosCpart, mechanical theory
has preCisely described the movementsof people. .You.probably didn't notice

!that hioMeChatice was involved in your sitting here today. When you walked

in andgat down you di4n't wpr*-about the height df the chair seat:from

the flOor: that is.becauselof a biomechanical determination (18" - 19") of .

seat hRight for average people. The same thing'ig true with regard to table

height -.(29" -.30"). These are very applied biomechanical Problems, that' is,
the-biological human being interacting with his mechanical enlroOment.

lophysical education and spoMactivitles we have the same Sort of,

.
:biomechanical problems but perhaps not as evident. Why,are'mosttennis

rackets app*rOximately'30 inches long? SoMe of us Would say because that

is the.way it.ial That's the way it is supposed to be And, of course,
the rules only allow for racketgto be a certain length. Well, how were

these lengths and widths and massedetermilied? Maybe by trial and error

with no particular insight into biomechanics? Or maybe a groat deal of

insight into biomechanics just not calling it biomechanics._

I often fantasize about. a 60" tennis.racket as my only hope for covering,.,

the court. But biomeChanicallyalknow that there are many other factors

which will influence. my.performanCe if-I use a 60" tennis racket. The

added mass will increase inertia of the racket and require larger torques

from me to start and atop the racket. Hence; we discover the biomechanical .

liMitations which govern the human Movement in sport and other physical.,

activities; This kind of interaction with.our environment and implements
A,

determines how we move efficiently and effect'Oely in:biomechanical terms.

What are some of the.. questions a:reseAfdher.in biomechanics might ask?

Biomethanics researchAs,interested-in gross mechanics;dthat is independent

.bf implements.. - ;For example,. Walking, running, sprinting,- and jumping

are all activities which require no\impleme4t but do consist of-specialized,-
;techniques fnmaXiMum performanee.q An .example of an invegtigatiop!invOlving

gross body mechanics, in the sprint start might use the distance between-

the bunch start and the elongated atart,"-one might estimate the velocity

/"N



,Npf the center qf Mass and. its component velorcities in the hOrizontal and

vartiial direction. Also, of interest to the biomechanics researcher
may be the anglewhich the,accelerating center.of mass makes with the,
horizontal, as indicating whether the athletes are' Standing up too soon.
or staying'loW as they eleave the blocks. Many times this kind of precise

. scientific investigation is necessary to distinguish subtle di ferences
hetween high levels of performance.

.
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Biomechanics research falls into two. general categories. Tha specific

research which contributes to the body of knowledge ofmotor behavior
baSed with biomechanical type problems and tia service components
biomechanias provides to ocher subdisciplinesCfor delineation of movement.

Biomechanice:are also intereated.inthe contributIon of individual segments
in human motor behavior. .In discussing. this topic let me' ntroduce the
inter-disciplinary apprOach biomechanics can make with many subdiscipli s..

In a unique throwing task the motor learning researches might be rested

in the number of baskets the subfecttould make/using different types of
practice. 'The motor learning researcher might,13e interested in practice

"A",where the subject scored 2/10 whereas, witfi'practice "t" the subject
scored 8/10. Under investigatiqn, here are fhe effects. of the two different

types of practice. The biomechanics researcher would,attack this situation
in another way. He would be interested the components of the skilled
movement which produced aoscore.of 8 /]0 as compared with the less skilled

movements which produced a score of 2/10. When two disciplines investigate
human motor behavior, estimation of the "real situation," that is the complete
person Is more likely than when only one4discipline is used in research.
Cooperative research between disciplines is common practice at Florida
State' University where. explaining motor behavior and the effects of physical
activity on the huban being is the charge of the Movethent Sciences Program.

These arse some of the types of- questions one might ask in biomechanics
research. Let me now describe the type of eqiiPment used to answer these.

questions.t

Cinematography or high speed film is the foremost tool used in biomethanics

research at this time High speed cameras are used to record movement, then
frame by frame film analysis "is carried out by.various means. Film.analysis

is done in several ways from graphic analysis of stick figures from the film,

to the trend towards computerized data acquisition hystems. Presently, we of
theqtiomechanics\laboratory at; orida State University are involved in the
refining of just such a .computerized analysis System to'serve all subdisciplines

in Movement Sciences in addition to Biomechanics:

Another method of recording the characteristics of motor behavior is by

the use of7electronic transducers. A transducer is a device whiCh
4

coniferts mechanical displacement, velocity or acceleration into electrical
voliagd for output onto a recorder or input into a computer for analysis.
For example, a device which measures acceleration can be placed within
a striking implement, e.g., baseball bat, tennis racket,,golf club.
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After. the transducer placeient the.implement,isiused its 'usual

way and electronic output described the,movement.of the implement.
Similar types of transducers:are placed in force in the ground A
of sugoAing surfaces to investigate the reaction forces of a subject
moving Over the force platform.'

,

Joint displacement is measured by .an electraffredeyice called an
electrogoniometer which is a_fancy name for potenticiMeter...-The
electrogoniometer gives a specific electrical output indicative of the
angle between two body setments. ,[Then time is a factor, this displacement
can estimate'velocity of movement.

Artthropometry is a technique of measuring the lengths,. irths and widths
of the various parts of-the human body to investigate Possible body
types being indicative of performance.a The size and shape of athletes
contributes to the understanding of how tHey perform the way they do
or perhaps why they,are participatirig in a. partidular sport or event.
The equipmerlit used in anthropometry are sophisticated rulers and tapes;
however, an excellent 7working knowledge of superficial human anatomy
esseni4al.

Electromyography (EMG)' is another 'research medium used in biomechanics to:
investigate movement. EMG referdtO the electrical activity which is associated
with muscular contraction. Xlectroips are placed'over or in the muscles
under investigation and the potpntial which causes contraction is amplified
,several thousand times before it is recorded or analyzed: EMG'analysis includes
.investigating the magnitude of electrical potential;"the sequence of Muscle
activation in ,reflex responses-and volunpnry movements.
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